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Holding Juvenile Fry Spawning






















Adult Juvenile Fry Spawning


















Holding Juvenile Larvae Spawning



















Holding Juvenile Larvae Spawning





















Holding Juvenile Larvae Spawning
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Reach 625 Williamson River, Site 1, Composite WUA
Q 






(cfs) Holding Juvenile Fry Spawning
200 142858 155887 34472 0 0 200 27232 155887 34472 0
250 148071 157828 29040 254 4 250 29130 157828 29040 0
300 150763 159729 25307 5126 52 300 30632 159729 25307 0
350 152526 161035 22663 10564 35 350 31845 160966 22663 88
400 154119 162266 21508 15987 0 400 32969 162033 21508 1089
434 155216 163043 20557 19742 0 433.8 33599 162582 20557 1812
500 157347 164732 18774 22836 0 500 34796 163609 18774 3278
600 160887 167432 17032 26639 0 600 36365 164547 17032 5569
650 162563 168807 16311 28208 0 650 37045 164633 16311 6923
700 163846 170268 15773 29767 0 700 37735 164706 15773 8214
750 164602 171075 15314 31056 0 750 38359 164104 15314 9538
800 165118 171590 15169 31676 0 800 38969 163212 15169 10813
873 165919 171801 15494 32264 0 873.2 39810 161332 15494 12650
1000 167543 171551 15794 29819 0 1000 41153 157711 15794 14011
1100 168788 170440 15035 30393 0 1100 42070 154567 15035 16269
1200 170002 168828 13693 30970 0 1200 42887 151431 13693 18411
1300 171176 166800 12490 31181 0 1300 43559 148077 12490 20552
1400 172184 164761 11408 31524 0 1400 44140 144864 11408 22006
1500 172937 162342 10989 31892 0 1500 44568 141598 10989 22920
1600 173125 159486 10742 29500 0 1600 44950 138048 10742 22127
1700 172080 156349 10585 28850 0 1700 45296 134303 10585 22653
1800 170254 152855 10219 28508 0 1800 45630 130579 10219 23329
1900 167852 148835 9724 28108 0 1900 45945 126998 9724 23812
2000 164939 144632 9139 27748 4 2000 46246 123448 9139 24268
2267 154533 132906 7787 22434 7 2267 46953 113821 7787 22659
2400 148700 126665 7339 20286 6 2400 47272 108836 7339 23037
2600 139688 117456 6987 11354 6 2600 47729 101572 6987 20840
2800 130544 108596 6695 2997 6 2800 48110 94406 6695 14625
3000 120940 100548 6205 687 4 3000 48429 87880 6205 7650
3200 111642 93597 5617 646 1 3200 48577 82237 5617 0
Q 
(cfs) Adult Juvenile Fry Spawning
Q 
(cfs) Adult Juvenile Fry Spawning
200 145285 159774 0 200 34472 34472 34472 107
250 149992 161304 0 250 29040 29040 29040 82
300 152496 163095 0 300 25307 25307 25307 53
350 154182 165063 0 350 22663 22663 22663 21
400 155738 166889 0 400 21508 21508 21508 0
433.8 156806 167768 0 433.8 20557 20557 20557 0
500 158909 169166 0 500 18774 18774 18774 0
600 162364 171006 0 600 17032 17032 17032 0
650 163967 171589 0 650 16311 16311 16311 0
700 165162 172203 0 700 15773 15773 15773 0
750 165870 172561 0 750 15314 15314 15314 0
800 166344 173092 0 800 15169 15169 15169 0
873.2 167101 174166 29 873.2 15494 15494 15494 0
1000 168654 176315 75 1000 15794 15794 15794 8
1100 169864 177566 96 1100 15035 15035 15035 15
1200 171073 178406 107 1200 13693 13693 13693 20
1300 172225 178987 114 1300 12490 12490 12490 22
1400 173216 179403 114 1400 11408 11408 11408 22
1500 173936 179863 103 1500 10989 10989 10989 21
1600 174129 179889 82 1600 10742 10742 10742 18
1700 173221 178781 53 1700 10585 10585 10585 17
1800 171612 176839 24 1800 10219 10219 10219 14
1900 169490 174265 15 1900 9724 9724 9724 13
2000 166907 171210 21 2000 9139 9139 9139 13
2267 157563 161461 32 2267 7787 7787 7787 13
2400 152318 156162 35 2400 7339 7339 7339 12
2600 144211 148087 36 2600 6987 6987 6987 12
2800 135955 139906 33 2800 6695 6695 6695 10
3000 127187 131127 28 3000 6205 6205 6205 8
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Reach 625 Williamson River, Site 1, Composite WUA
Q 
(cfs) Holding Juvenile Larvae Spawning
Q 
(cfs) Holding Juvenile Larvae Spawning
200 150269 157419 3537 20663 200 56147 46425 3537 24691
250 153983 159595 2656 24872 250 57439 45021 2656 28999
300 156379 161160 3107 28928 300 58453 43774 3107 30780
350 158476 162459 4473 32825 350 59000 42665 4473 32117
400 160085 163800 5920 36205 400 59385 41711 5920 33235
433.8 160816 164660 6507 38034 433.8 59628 41042 6507 33676
500 162163 166372 7321 41070 500 59926 39841 7321 34112
600 163309 168476 8185 43845 600 60180 38151 8185 34690
650 163458 168957 8290 44585 650 60281 37273 8290 34975
700 163261 168566 8355 45207 700 60402 36490 8355 35138
750 162891 167737 8190 45777 750 60509 35637 8190 35248
800 162472 166622 7684 46334 800 60616 34821 7684 35354
873.2 161732 164967 7000 47133 873.2 60761 33682 7000 35506
1000 160320 162226 6009 48488 1000 61004 31501 6009 35757
1100 158804 159805 5218 49542 1100 61169 29350 5218 35953
1200 156566 157156 4274 50578 1200 61200 27363 4274 36000
1300 153614 154029 3572 51543 1300 61200 25797 3572 36000
1400 150468 150846 3473 52391 1400 61200 24439 3473 36000
1500 147107 147086 3512 53070 1500 61200 23374 3512 36000
1600 143702 143082 3458 53616 1600 61200 22779 3458 35794
1700 140322 139132 3320 54157 1700 61200 22234 3320 34418
1800 137028 135291 3066 54691 1800 61200 21771 3066 32304
1900 133845 131581 2772 55208 1900 61200 21575 2772 30042
2000 130647 127873 2521 55579 2000 61200 21333 2521 27699
2267 122002 117389 2048 56058 2267 61200 20554 2048 21611
2400 117696 112258 1816 55704 2400 61200 20160 1816 20058
2600 111225 104724 1651 54783 2600 61200 19580 1651 18599
2800 104892 97456 1590 53384 2800 61200 19013 1590 17288
3000 99140 90943 1435 50737 3000 61200 18374 1435 16232
3200 93875 85180 1267 47766 3200 61200 17733 1267 14773
Q 
(cfs) Holding Juvenile Larvae Spawning
Q 
(cfs) Adult Juvenile Fry Spawning
200 84168 46425 3537 13250 200 59340 67399
250 85760 45021 2656 15622 250 61168 69058
300 86451 43774 3107 17878 300 62631 70062
350 86698 42665 4473 20046 350 63836 70865
400 86850 41711 5920 22090 400 64551 71405
433.8 86949 41042 6507 23470 433.8 64978 71580
500 87176 39841 7321 25992 500 65685 71833
600 87524 38151 8185 29702 600 66322 71609
650 87701 37273 8290 31193 650 66540 71066
700 87912 36490 8355 32059 700 66741 69963
750 88033 35637 8190 32768 750 66950 68709
800 88033 34821 7684 33441 800 67113 67419
873.2 88033 33682 7000 34289 873.2 67321 65406
1000 88033 31501 6009 35566 1000 67474 61994
1100 88033 29350 5218 36500 1100 67504 59201
1200 88033 27363 4274 36980 1200 67121 56134
1300 88033 25797 3572 37364 1300 65660 52941
1400 88033 24439 3473 37723 1400 63674 49776
1500 88033 23374 3512 38059 1500 61240 46503
1600 88033 22779 3458 38372 1600 58760 43338
1700 88033 22234 3320 38685 1700 56001 40709
1800 88033 21771 3066 38937 1800 53269 38475
1900 88033 21575 2772 39111 1900 50643 36486
2000 88033 21333 2521 39080 2000 48092 34755
2267 88033 20554 2048 38214 2267 41859 30707
2400 88033 20160 1816 37672 2400 38906 28852
2600 88033 19580 1651 36666 2600 35059 26061
2800 88033 19013 1590 35478 2800 31693 23336
3000 88033 18374 1435 34269 3000 28966 21080
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